Yamaha compass guitar

Yamaha's Compass Series CPXs, first unveiled in , have undergone periodical revamps over the
years. The new II replaces its un-suffixed predecessor, with the replacement of the PP3 9V
battery with two 1. Within the circuitry, Yamaha has somehow managed to boost the batteries'
voltage to 11V to give, it says, a wider dynamic range, more stable operation and reduced
distortion, even when the batteries are running low. In short, the claim is better tone for longer:
no bad thing at all. Presumably a spin-off benefit is that rechargeables can be used - as long as
they're alkaline - so you won't need to keep forking out for batteries. The II continues to employ
the one-way ART system with a contact sensor under either side of the bridge. The preamps
retains its predecessors' facilities of a three-band EQ and wide-range mid contour, but the
control panels have been physically redesigned and the EQ is said to have been "reviewed for
optimum sound and balance". The auto-chromatic tuner, with a new, clearer display, is
apparently now more accurate though we don't recall a problem with the old ones , but still
doesn't mute the output when engaged. For discreet mid-performance tuning tweaks this is a
significant omission. As for cosmetics - extended colour choice aside - the main changes are a
translucent headstock and truss rod access via the soundhole. This The back and sides are left
natural while the cream-bound body is glossed to a high standard and carries a simple
abalone-inlaid rosette and discreet clear scratchplate. The fingerboard has body-matching
binding, this time continuing around the headstock, which bears the series-identifying compass
motif. The CPX's full-scale nato neck is satin and a shallower affair, kicking off at just over
20mm, deepening quite gently further up and fashioned to a conventional 'C' profile. Thanks
again to an excellent set-up, the grip is enjoyably slick, while string spacings are the typical
Yamaha dimensions of 43mm at the nut and 53mm over the bridge. Some of us would
undoubtedly prefer it if the latter was a shade airier, but the arrangement is pretty amenable to
picking techniques nevertheless. Acoustically, CPXs aren't necessarily the punchiest small
jumbos around, and this one's a touch light on low-end grunt and richness for its size. But their
biggest asset is a precisely balanced timbre, accompanied by a sustaining, resonant
follow-through. Fired up, an important benefit of the ART's sensors is an inherently
well-balanced output across the strings, and this one's bang-on. The one caveat, though not as
noticeable as on earlier, similar ARTs this reviewer has tried, is that the system needs careful
EQ'ing to disguise what seems to be an intrinsic hint of nasality in the upper-mids and a little
hardness in the highs. Fortunately, this is where the flexible preamp proves its worth. It's not
necessarily just a case of reining back the treble and mid bands on their own, but rather
tinkering with the contour settings - whose range goes well into the treble zone - so that these
less desirable traits are minimised. Once achieved, the EQ can then be fine-tuned in a positive
and creative manner. Looking great in its tint-finish option, it's an easy-handling
general-purpose electro and, with some user familiarisation, its ART system can do a fine job.
MusicRadar The No. Home Reviews. Our Verdict This handsome mini-jumbo ticks nearly all the
right boxes. Pros Looks. General Competence. Cons Getting the best out of ART needs a little
work. Non-muting tuner. Image 1 of 3. Image 2 of 3. Image 3 of 3. This series features full bodied
instruments with comfort of play and strong tone being at the forefront of the line. CPX is a base
model of the series with a cutaway jumbo body made of spruce top and nato back and sides. It
is available in dark red burst, old violin sunburst, black and natural gloss finishes with creme
binding. The bridge is made of rosewood. Piezo pickup and System 55T preamp with on-board
controls make up electronics. The neck is made of nato and has a set-in joint. The fingerboard
is made of rosewood with 20 frets, white dot inlays and 1. Yamaha CPX has been rated by 1
musician. You rated stars out of 5, Remove it. What's your experience with Yamaha CPX?
Yamaha CPX 4. This page contains information, pictures, videos, user generated reviews,
automatically generated review and videos about Yamaha CPX but we do not warrant the
quality, accuracy or completeness of any information on our web site. If you have more
information about Yamaha CPX please write a review. Some reviews are automatically
generated generated by using verbal representation of publicly available numeric rating
information musicians entered while writing review of Yamaha CPX User generated reviews of
Yamaha CPX represent opinions of credited authors alone, and do not represent Chorder's
opinion. Rating is an average rating that is calculated by using publicly available numeric rating
information musicians entered while writing review of Yamaha CPX All trademarks, images and
copyrights on this page are owned by their respective companies. Share This Review Tweet.
Click on stars to rate Overall Rating 4. Features 4. Quality 2. I have it I had it I played it I want it.
Binding Creme feature-binding[0] Body Construction Acoustic feature-bodyConstruction[0]
Body Construction Single cutaway feature-bodyConstruction[0] Body Shape Jumbo
feature-bodyShape[0] Body Type Hollowbody feature-bodyType[0] Body Wood Nato
feature-bodyWood[0] Bridge Rosewood feature-bridge[0] Controls Preamp feature-controls[0]
Fingerboard Material Rosewood feature-fingerboardMaterial[0] Finish Gloss feature-finish[0]

Fret Size Medium feature-fretSize[0] Fingerboard Inlays White Dot feature-fingerboardInlays[0]
Hardware Chrome feature-hardware[0] Neck Joint Set neck feature-neckJoint[0] Neck Shape
Series Standard feature-neckShape[0] Neck Wood Nato feature-neckWood[0] Number of Frets
20 feature-numberOfFrets[0] Number of Pickups 1 feature-numberOfPickups[0] Number of
Strings 6 feature-numberOfStrings[0] Nut Width 1. Pickguard Yes feature-pickguard String Nut
Syntetic Bone feature-stringNut[0] Tuners Die-cast feature-tuners[0] Custom Features: System
55 T. Guitars by Brand. Show More Brands. Similar Guitars. Recently Reviewed. Cort CJ Retro.
Fret King Green Label Corona Ibanez AVD1. Compare 1. Yamaha CPX Body Construction.
Single cutaway. Body Shape. Body Top Wood. Body Type. Body Wood. Bridge Pickup Type.
Fingerboard Material. Fret Size. Medium Jumbo. Fingerboard Inlays. White Dot. Neck Joint. Set
neck. Neck Shape. Series Standard. Neck Wood. Number of Frets. Number of Pickups. Number
of Strings. Nut Width. Scale Length. String Nut. Syntetic Bone. Post Your Review. To leave a
comment you can also log in with or. Yamaha's Compass Series CPXs, first unveiled in , have
undergone periodical revamps over the years. The new II replaces its un-suffixed predecessor,
with the replacement of the PP3 9V battery with two 1. Within the circuitry, Yamaha has
somehow managed to boost the batteries' voltage to 11V to give, it says, a wider dynamic
range, more stable operation and reduced distortion, even when the batteries are running low.
In short, the claim is better tone for longer: no bad thing at all. Presumably a spin-off benefit is
that rechargeables can be used - as long as they're alkaline - so you won't need to keep forking
out for batteries. The II continues to employ the one-way ART system with a contact sensor
under either side of the bridge. The preamps retains its predecessors' facilities of a three-band
EQ and wide-range mid contour, but the control panels have been physically redesigned and
the EQ is said to have been "reviewed for optimum sound and balance". The auto-chromatic
tuner, with a new, clearer display, is apparently now more accurate though we don't recall a
problem with the old ones , but still doesn't mute the output when engaged. For discreet
mid-performance tuning tweaks this is a significant omission. As for cosmetics - extended
colour choice aside - the main changes are a translucent headstock and truss rod access via
the soundhole. This The back and sides are left natural while the cream-bound body is glossed
to a high standard and carries a simple abalone-inlaid rosette and discreet clear scratchplate.
The fingerboard has body-matching binding, this time continuing around the headstock, which
bears the series-identifying compass motif. The CPX's full-scale nato neck is satin and a
shallower affair, kicking off at just over 20mm, deepening quite gently further up and fashioned
to a conventional 'C' profile. Thanks again to an excellent set-up, the grip is enjoyably slick,
while string spacings are the typical Yamaha dimensions of 43mm at the nut and 53mm over the
bridge. Some of us would undoubtedly prefer it if the latter was a shade airier, but the
arrangement is pretty amenable to picking techniques nevertheless. Acoustically, CPXs aren't
necessarily the punchiest small jumbos around, and this one's a touch light on low-end grunt
and richness for its size. But their biggest asset is a precisely balanced timbre, accompanied by
a sustaining, resonant follow-through. Fired up, an important benefit of the ART's sensors is an
inherently well-balanced output across the strings, and this one's bang-on. The one caveat,
though not as noticeable as on earlier, similar ARTs this reviewer has tried, is that the system
needs careful EQ'ing to disguise what seems to be an intrinsic hint of nasality in the upper-mids
and a little hardness in the highs. Fortunately, this is where the flexible preamp proves its
worth. It's not necessarily just a case of reining back the treble and mid bands on their own, but
rather tinkering with the contour settings - whose range goes well into the treble zone - so that
these less desirable traits are minimised. Once achieved, the EQ can then be fine-tuned in a
positive and creative manner. Looking great in its tint-finish option, it's an easy-handling
general-purpose electro and, with some user familiarisation, its ART system can do a fine job.
MusicRadar The No. Home Reviews. Our Verdict This handsome mini-jumbo ticks nearly all the
right boxes. Pros Looks. General Competence. Cons Getting the best out of ART needs a little
work. Non-muting tuner. Image 1 of 3. Image 2 of 3. Image 3 of 3. It is a jumbo-shaped guitar
with single cutaway design. Multi-layered creme binding, gloss finish and single circle rosette
adorn the top of this model. CPX is available in blue color. Neck is made of nato wood and it
comes with dovetail joint. Rosewood is the material of choice for the fingerboard on this model.
Yamaha CPX has been rated by 1 musician. You rated stars out of 5, Remove it. What's your
experience with Yamaha CPX? Yamaha CPX 4. This page contains information, pictures, videos,
user generated reviews, automatically generated review and videos about Yamaha CPX but we
do not warrant the quality, accuracy or completeness of any information on our web site. If you
have more information about Yamaha CPX please write a review. Some reviews are
automatically generated generated by using verbal representation of publicly available numeric
rating information musicians entered while writing review of Yamaha CPX User generated
reviews of Yamaha CPX represent opinions of credited authors alone, and do not represent

Chorder's opinion. Rating is an average rating that is calculated by using publicly available
numeric rating information musicians entered while writing review of Yamaha CPX All
trademarks, images and copyrights on this page are owned by their respective companies.
Share This Review Tweet. Click on stars to rate Overall Rating 4. Features 4. Quality 2. I have it I
had it I played it I want it. Binding Multi-ply feature-binding[0] Body Construction Acoustic
feature-bodyConstruction[0] Body Construction Single cutaway feature-bodyConstruction[0]
Body Shape Jumbo feature-bodyShape[0] Body Type Hollowbody feature-bodyType[0] Body
Wood Maple feature-bodyWood[0] 7. Bridge Rosewood feature-bridge[0] Controls Preamp
feature-controls[0] Fingerboard Material Rosewood feature-fingerboardMaterial[0] Finish Gloss
feature-finish[0] Fret Size Medium Jumbo feature-fretSize[0] Fingerboard Inlays Diamond
feature-fingerboardInlays[0] Hardware Gold feature-hardware[0] Neck Joint Dovetail
feature-neckJoint[0] Neck Shape Series Standard feature-neckShape[0] Neck Wood Nato
feature-neckWood[0] Number of Frets 20 feature-numberOfFrets[0] Number of Pickups 1
feature-numberOfPickups[0] Number of Strings 6 feature-numberOfStrings[0] Nut Width 1.
String Nut Syntetic Bone feature-stringNut[0] Tuners Die-cast feature-tuners[0] Custom
Features: System57 A. Guitars by Brand. Show More Brands. Similar Guitars. Recently
Reviewed. Cort CJ Retro. Fret King Green Label Corona Ibanez AVD1. Compare 1. Yamaha CPX
Body Construction. Single cutaway. Body Shape. Grand Auditorium. Body Top Wood. Body
Type. Body Wood. Bridge Pickup Type. Fingerboard Material. Fret Size. Medium Jumbo.
Fingerboard Inlays. Offset Dots. Neck Joint. Neck Shape. Series Standard. Neck Wood. Number
of Frets. Number of Pickups. Number of Strings. Nut Width. Scale Length. String Nut. Syntetic
Bone. Post Your Review. To leave a comment you can also log in with or. This seller has not set
a shipping cost for Ukraine. Please contact them to ask about shipping. This item is sold
As-Described and cannot be returned unless it arrives in a condition different from how it was
described or photographed. Items must be returned in original, as-shipped condition with all
original packaging. Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees traditionally used
to make instruments. Shipping Region: Ukraine Learn More. Similar Listings See More. Change
shipping region. Listing Sold. Shipped From. Preferred Seller. Quick Responder. Quick Shipper.
Message Seller. About This Listing. This beautiful time-capsule of a guitar came from a music
store that went out of business. I bought there entire inventory. It's a brand new - never sold,
never played - mint condition! This guitar has a solid Spruce top with Flamed Maple back and
sides and an Ebony fingerboard. The best thing about this particular guitar is the way it plays the action. It's super-low and sweet. It would be a great guitar for someone used to playing
electric. I absolutely HATE most acoustic guitars because they are just too hard to play - I'm an
electric guy! This guitar is a pleasure to play. I've had Taylors, Breedloves, Martins - all of them.
This guitar plays as well, if not better, than any of those guitars that sell for thousands. I just
gave the guitar a set up. I installed new D'Addario Phosphor Bronze gauge strings, adjusted the
truss rod, checked the string height and all electronics. She really does play like a dream! The
pictures accurately depict the condition of the guitar. It's packed and ready to ship. I usually
ship within one business day of completed orders - sometimes even the same day. It will ship
UPS ground and get to you quickly. This item is sold As-Described This item is sold
As-Described and cannot be returned unless it arrives in a condition different from how it was
described or photographed. Product Specs. Listed a month ago Condition Mint Used Mint items
are in essentially new original condition but have been opened or played. Reviews of this Shop.
Similar Products. Your guide to the latest gear trends, demos, and deals. Sign up for the Reverb
Newsletter: Subscribe. By clicking Subscribe, I agree to the processing of my data in order to
receive emails. Reverb Gives Your purchases help youth music programs get the gear they
need to make music. Carbon-Offset Shipping Your purchases also help protect forests,
including trees traditionally used to make instruments. Oops, looks like you forgot something.
Please check the fields highlighted in red. Yes, that's correct Do not update. Mint Used Mint
items are in essentially new original condition but have been opened or played. CPX-8 SY.
Purple Mist. Built-in Electronics Concert. Log in Become a member. Yamaha CPX5. Product
presentation. Subscribe to our free newsletter Subscribe. Write a user review Ask for a user
review. Like Tweet Submit. Average Score: 4. Not satisfied with those reviews? Request a new
review. Sort by most recent most useful. Mine is black and it's been 14 years since I have it.
Spruce top C-shaped Nato neck with 20 frets. Rosewood fingerboard. Rosewood bridge
Lubricated machine heads. Acoustic-electric system: piezo pickup placed under the bridge nut.
I must say it has gotten around quite a bit. But it ages rather good and sounds better with time.
It sounds well unplugged, the sound is brilliant, percussive and, depending on the attack,
smooth. Plugged: The electronics are average, it has no tuner and the pickup is relatively
fragile. In the end, it's a good choice as an entry-level acoustic-electric. Did you find this review
helpful? I have a natural one, which is very nice aesthetically, with an awesome lacquer and a

perfect finish. As some people have mentioned before, you have to change the original strings
and the headstock, body and roundness of the neck recall a Les Paul. This guitar sounds
awesome! Superb as a first acoustic-electric. If that's what you are looking for, I recommend it.
What I like most about this guitar is the jumbo shape and its resemblance to a Gibson. Excellent
value for money! Based on my experience I would certainly buy it again. Yamaha CPX-5
acoustic-electric guitar. Mine is black, but it is also available in Sunburst. Piezo pickup. The
neck is pretty thick, but it's comfortable to play, it slides well. The settings of the preamp are
easily readable and you can easily get the sound you want. Access to the upper frets seems all
right, but that's not the main use of this guitar a more versatile string gauge will improve this
aspect. Ever since I put my hands on it and started playing, I knew this was the guitar I was
looking for. It is sublime in black, and the cream bindings make you think of a Les Paul: The
thickness of the neck, the overall form of the guitar and even the headstock make you feel that
you are playing the mythical Gibson. Its weight is OK and its design suits me perfectly. That's
what makes this guitar stand out from the rest. All acoustic-electrics that I had tried sounded
pretty bad unplugged and you really had to listen carefully to feel the warmth of the melody. I
started by trying this Yamaha unplugged, since I wanted to replace my classical guitar and, just
in case, have an electric option for live. The sound is warm, deep, which is exceptional at this
price point. Amplified with an amp conceived for this use, the sound is even better. The
anti-feedback button, which the seller told me about, is really effective. Be sure to unplug it after
playing because the battery discharges all the same. I love its sound and elegance. It has a very
reasonable price for its quality. Its a really good deal. I play lots of styles, jazz most often, even
if the original strings aren't ideal for that. The guitar is easy to play. Musically yours! Top:
Spruce top. Access to the higher frets is easy even if that's not exactly what you look for on this
guitar. Nice design, it rests fine on your hands. I had the opportunity to test other brands at the
same price point and the Yamaha stood out. The controls allow you to get the sound you are
looking for. Other brands should be concerned about how serious things work at Yamaha.
Finally a brand t
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hat doesn't have one hell of a nerve and whose prices are generally justified. I like it's sound,
it's exactly what an acoustic guitar should be. Can give very warm tones when used with the
amp. Gives the great clean rytm tone when unplugged. The action is a real pain in the ass. The
strings are really high compared to my other axes. It has a rosewood fretboard and has a great
finish, playing for 6 months and there is not even a little crack on it. If you're in need of an
acoustic guitar to play rythms this is a great choice. But if you want to play blues or kinda stuff
then you are the one who really needs this guitar. Very good sound with a really nice round to
play The finish is successful. Beautiful heat, good sustain In short, happiness. I can not tell if
it's a pretty hip, because I have no amp, but a simulator is very good. Cookies help us improve
performance, enhance user experience and deliver our services. By using our services, you
agree to our use of cookies. Find out more.

